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PLEASE NOTE THAT THE NOTES MAY NOT BE THE EXACT WORDS OF THE TEACHER. THANK 

YOU. 

THE COURTING PROCESS  

Traditionally, it is the duty of the man to approach the woman and declares his love/interest 

in her. He then takes the opportunity to then propose and start courting. The reason behind 

this is that women are supposed to submit to their husbands who by tradition are the head 

of each family. By this act of forwardness he shows that he brave and forth coming. 

The man then brings the woman to his family house. However he will only introduce the 

woman as ‘a friend’ on the third visit the parents will then begin to suspect that this young 

woman is more than just and friend 

THE PARENTS 

Once the parents are sure of their son’s intentions they will begin to put the wheels in 

motion. No Self-respecting family will ever allow their son to willingly marry any woman he 

felt he loved without going through the correct procedures.  

This will include looking into her family and their lifestyle, now it is not only the family that 

will partake in this act. Friends of the family will also have their ear to the ground and will 

ask neighbours about the family and the woman in question.  
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They will look many factors, which will include:  

 The Character of the members of the family 

 Education 

 Hereditary illnesses  

 How she/her family are seen in the community etc. 

 

Once the family are pleased that she is from a ‘Suitable Household’ the parents will then 

commence with the preparations for the knocking. 

THE KNOCKING 

The man’s family, once they are content with the outcome of their research will then 

approach the woman’s family and ‘Knock’ on the Door of the woman’s house. This can take 

place as early as 5am. 

Three individuals appointed by the man’s family will make the journey to the woman’s 

family house this will consist of two men and a woman. This maybe uncle’s aunties’ or close 

family friends. The man’s parents are not present at this stage. 

In hand, they will carry with them a bottle schnapps and a down payment for the bride; this 

is usually around £50. On arrival woman’s family will ask 

‘What is your mission?’ 

The man’s family representatives will then reply  

‘we were sent by the father and the wife early this morning, who have told us that we 

should come and tell you, that they have seen a woman here whom they will like their son 

to marry. Therefore, we have come to perform the traditional rights. We have brought the 

things needed in order to come to put a deposit on her” 

The money and the drink are then taken to be shared amongst the woman’s relatives as a 

sign of acknowledgement of the acceptance of the marriage proposal.  The drink is taken to 

each family member, as the drink is shared amongst the family; they are made aware that 

something (the wedding) will be coming soon. Now that the deal has been sealed, if for any 

reason anything happens to the bride in question before the wedding day the family will 

then have to return everything that was put down for her. 
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If for any reason, the man’s delays with the marriage the woman’s family will seek those 

who were sent to represent the family and ask them 

 “You came and paid your down payment, when are you coming to take her away”.  The 

family representatives will then go back to the man and his parents and ask them for 

clarification before returning with news of the date for the traditional wedding.  This is 

known today as the engagement.  

Once the date has been set the woman’s parents will then give a list to the man’s family 

‘Yoo Yi Ni Feemo’ this usually includes 

 Gboi ekpaayoo (Red and white cloth that was used as underwear 
Before the days of La Senza, It is still added to the bundle, but more for symbolic purposes) 

 Six half pieces of cloth (6 yards) 

 Jewellery  

 Bible 

 Watch 

 Ring  

 Hymn book 

 Dowry 

(There are additional items, but that is dependent on the family. Items given usually help 

the woman to set up home, in her husband’s house). 

THE MARRIAGE 

The man and his family now arrive at the woman’s house, with the items requested and the 

marriage is then conducted. In the evening when the majority of the guests have left except 

for the closest family members, the woman’s family and friends would put on a lantern, 

carry all the things which the boy’s family have brought singing while they escort the 

woman to the husbands house. This is important because the family now know the door of 

the house where the new bride will live and acknowledge this as her new home. She will 

arrive and the husband would be waiting for his bride with his friends and family, ready to 

welcome her into her new home. 

 


